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“The period known as the New Beginning marks the beginning of 
a new era and spans three generations from the resurfacing from 
the sanctuary of the Prime Root caverns to present day times.” 
 

* * * 
 
2483   - Resurfacing from Prime Root sanctuary after King Yasson is given order by Karavan that kitins no 

longer present a threat. 
 - Take possession of forest lands.  
 - Verdant Heights explored, scouts come upon a region rich in resources which King Yasson 

baptizes Majestic Garden.  
 - First foundations of Yrkanis laid in Majestic Garden. According to legend, the first edifice is 

erected on the spot where the king’s arrow fell, the new capital is named after his son, Yrkanis, 
born in 2482 in the Prime Roots. 

 - Karavan seal Prime Root entrances and forbid their opening. 
 - Yasson renews Matis allegiance to Karavan and proclaims an annual celebration (Thanksgiving) 

in honor of their intervention against the kitins. Thanksgiving Day falls on the winter solstice to 
symbolize the return of light after the dark years that followed the Great Swarming. 

 - Ancient pro-Karavan tribe of the Kuild reformed. 
 - Ancient multiracial guild of Atrium Keepers reformed. 
 
2484   - The rest of the region of Majestic Gardens explored and made relatively safe. 
 - Region of Fleeting Garden explored, Lenardi Bravichi begins work to cultivate roots to form a 

natural barrier with Majestic Garden border against possible kitin attacks.  
 
2485   - Kami intervention in Fleeting Garden to prevent Matis manipulation of nature, great barrier works 

abandoned. 
 - Sacred Sap, pro-Kami tribe, present in Fleeting garden. 
 
[…] 
 
2490   - First outposts set up. 
 - Kitin presence detected in newfound lands.  
 - Pact of Mutual Assistance (PMA) signed by Yasson, Hoï-Cho, Leanon and Mac’Darrell to fight 

conjointly against kitins. 
 - Contingents of Matis established on every continent. 
 - Guild of the Force of Fraternity embark on campaign (to 2492) of mixed homins to rid new homin 

lands of hostile kitins.  
[…] 
 
2492   - Members of guild of Force of Fraternity rejoin their own countries after their two year campaign 

against the kitins. 
 - Matini Roqvini killed while passing through Fleeting Garden.  
[…] 
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2497   - Trykers breach Edict of Four Peoples  and sign a preferential trade agreement with Fyros, 

depriving Matis peoples of water supplies.  
 
2498   - King Yasson revokes Edict of Four Peoples (signed in Prime Roots in 2481) in protestation of 

Tryker – Fyros exclusivity treaty. 
 - Turnpikes established on trade routes under Matis authority. 
 
[…] 
 
2504   - Yasson poisoned by his younger half brother, Jinovitch (born 2471), who takes the crown. 
 - Leading sages questioning Karavan sanctity burned at the state. 
 - Non Karavan guilds banished. 
  
[…] 
 
2508   - Yrkanis caught in an ambush. On the way to Jino he is rescued, flees to Aeden Aqueous through 

Prime Roots and is given refuge in Fairhaven till 2509, then in Zora (Witherings) till 2512.  
 - Persecution of foreigners in Matis dominions. 
 
[…] 
 
2515   - Peace treaty signed at Fairhaven by Yrkanis, Mabreka, Wyler, and Dexton.  
 
 […] 
 
 

* * * 


